Burning image classification is critical and attempted problems in medical image processing. This paper has proposed the real time image classification for burning image to automatically identify the degrees of burns in three levels: II, III, and IV. The proposed model uses the multi-colour channels extraction and binary based on adaptive threshold. The proposed model uses One-class Support Vector Machine instead of traditional Support Vector Machine (SVM) because of unbalanced degrees of burns images database. The classifying precision 77.78% shows the feasibility of our proposed model.
Introduction
Medical image processing has a variety of potential applications in the recent years. There are many fields in medical image processing: some emphasize general applicable theory and some focus on specific applications. Computer-aided diagnostic processing has already become an important part of clinical routine. This paper develops the computer aided for burning image classification.
Burns, commonly caused by fire, can also result from chemicals, electricity, and other heat accidents. Burns are classified based on how much of the skin's thickness is involved [1] . The purpose of burning image classification is to automatically identify the degrees of burns based on the colour image of burning patients.
Medical Image Processing
The medical imaging is the interesting developing problem Fig. 2 . The history of medical imaging [2] In recent years, with the developing of computer vision, the computer vision system has been integrated to medical image process system:
Fig. 3. Computer vision apply for medical image processing
In the above Fig, the computer vision technology can apply for almost phases in the medical imaging system from acquisition, process to feature extraction. Specially, some artificial intelligent tools are very useful for data analysis such as recognition, classification.
In the medical imaging topic, automatic burning image classification is an open problem. In this research, we try to apply computer vision processing and machine learning for identify the degrees of burns. In the clinical burning patient diagnosing code, the doctor need to identify the degrees of burn: Degrees I, Degrees II, Degrees III, and Degrees IV based on the depth of levels of burns and scalds and some clinical diagnosis. Fig. 4 . Different depth levels of burns and scalds [3, 15] Degree I of burns involves only the top layer of the skin. Degree II of burns injures deeper into the skin and cause blistering. Degree III of burns involves all the layers of the skin, including the nerves. Degree IV of burns extends into the muscle.
Medical Image Processing
The medical test in the medical diagnosis often uses laboratory analysis, bio signal analysis (ECG, EEEG…) and image analysis. Burning Image Classification is a kind of image classification with the lower number classes in the medical imaging focusing on the image analysis. Thus, we must use the image processing technique in the computer vision for image feature extraction. The feature extraction techniques common used for medical imaging is Fourier transform, 2D function for monochrome image, image brightness profiles, or RGB colour component profiles. 
Classifier Based on Machine Learning
The image classification system using machine learning technique often have 2 phases: training phase and classifying phase. In the training phase, the system use machine learning algorithm to update the parameter of classifier model. For example, SVM compute the coefficient of hyper lanes in the training. After that SVM use the hyper lane to classify the image. The common architecture of image classification using machine learning system is below: There are many kinds of classifiers applied for medical classification: some use expert system and some use learning from data. They often use machine learning Neural Network, Support Vector Machine… with the suitable learning algorithm.
Some popular learning algorithms are unsupervised learning, supervised learning, semi-supervisor learning, or active learning. In the burning image classification, most of burning data from the hospital labelled. Thus, the supervisor learning is the suitable approach.
There is very little burn image classification systems suggested by some researchers [4, 9, 12] . For example, M. Survana has applied Template Matching, k-NN and SVM classification methods for skin burn images with their own collection dataset with only 120 images in 3 types of burns (superficial dermal, partial thickness and full thickness). This experimental results show that SVM is more suitable classifier for burn images than k-NN and Template Matching.
Besides, B. Acha [5] also proposed the classification of burn wounds using SVM by colour and texture information of burn images. To the best of our knowledge, there is not any image classification system for identifying the degrees of burns based on machine learning in Vietnam. The aim of this paper is to build a real time burning classification applied for Vietnam hospital.
Fig. 9. SVM classifier apply for burning image
The aim of the proposed system will be used as the supplemental resource for the Vietnam doctor's burning diagnose more accurate. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, this paper presents the preprocessing and feature extraction from burning images. In section 3, this paper presents the proposed model applying for burning images classification. The section 4 will present the experimental results and discussion. Conclusion and future works will be mentioned in section 5.
Burning Image Feature Extraction

Pre-processing
Firstly, we normalize the burning images in a standard size with the rate 4:3. The dropped image will be segmentation using threshold techniques. The frames are the class of Multi Threshold techniques that performs the best in this context [6, 7] EAI 
Colour Feature Vectors
Due to the requirement of the processing speed is real time, this paper suggested to use the fast feature extraction based on multi-colour channels Red, Green, Blue and Grey. In order to improve the performance of machine learning, the multi-colour channels will be binary to 0 or 1. 
Burning Image Classification Model
The overview of burning image classification model is presented in the below diagram: The burning image will be collected and supplied from the Cho Ray hospital, Vietnam. The burning image will be standardize and segmentation before inputting the feature extraction component. The output burning image features are the multi-colour binary channels. The multi-colour channels are the input of one-class SVM classifier.
The goal of SVM classifier is to distinguish test images between a number of classes, using training images. In case, there is a little images of one class if compared to the rest classes. That is the reason why we choose one-class SVM for our burn image classification problem.
Experimental results
Database for Experiment
We have built image databases from Cho Ray hospital consisting 396 burning images in the 4 degrees of burn II, III and IV. We do not classify the degrees I of burn because it is minor level and might cause from the sun sight. This is also reason why many Vietnamese people do not care about the degrees I of burns at this time The degrees II of burns has 192 images, the degrees III of burns has 180 and the degrees IV of burns has 24 images. There are very little images of the degrees IV of burns because this is high level of burn and the patient may be died before inpatient entrance.
Image Storage Organization for Experiment
To each database, we create two folders: a half images in training and a half images in testing. Figure. 15 shows some images in training folder and Figure. 16 shows some images in testing folder. 
Result of Burning classification
The precision, false acceptance rate (FAR) and false reject rate is the common criterion to evaluate the classification rate, simplify given by:
Precision = #correctly classified images # total images
(1) = #False classified images classified images
FRR = #False rejected images rejected images
The experimental results are presented in the below tables. In the above Figure. 18, the FAR of Degrees IV is high and the FRR of Degrees IV is low because of unbalanced burning image of Degrees IV image is too low due to the number of burn inpatient in this level. The above Figure. 20 show that the One-Class SVM (OC-SVM) is suitable in this classification problem because of the unbalanced data [8, 10] . OC-SVM has improved the accuracy of burn classification. However, OC-SVM required the trade of computing time to the accuracy in the case using the simple binary features. Therefore, the process time may be not in real time, but it may be still acceptable for the easy in the real time processing time standard in the Vietnam government (see more details on the Vietnamese government site http://mic.gov.vn/).
The experiments of classification time with fixed 3 classed (Degree II, Degree III, and Degree IV of burn level) and on 3 binary colour channels, in the normal PC computer of Dr in Cho Ray hospital, is presented in the table. 14:10.8322941 3 3 In the worst experimental condition, the process time is less than 3 seconds per case. It is acceptable for real time application in Vietnam government hospital.
Discussion:
From experimental results of SVM classification method using Polynomial kernel is more accuracy than Gauss kernel. It maybe cause from the distributed of burning image data is distributed 48% in the degrees II of burn and 47% in the degrees III of burns. The rest is distributed under 5%.
The wrong classification is focus on the Degrees IV of burn. The number of images of this degree is too lower than the Degrees II and III. Due to this unbalance in the training, 
Conclusion and Future Works
This paper has proposed the real time image classification for burning image to identify automatically the degrees of burns.
The proposed model uses the multi-colour channels extraction and binary based on adaptive threshold. In order to the system can be process in the real time performance in Vietnam condition. Even though, the contribution of this paper is the application of one-class SVM to the burning image classification problem, and there is no theoretical contribution in this manuscript. The proposed method for the burning image classification can be used as the supplemental resource for diagnose burn level by Vietnamese doctors more accurate result.
Because of the unbalance degrees of burns data, we suggest use one-class SVM instead of traditional SVM. The experimental results show the feasibility of the proposed model in the starting researching phase. The expectation of improving the accuracy and the real time processing are opening challenges of this problem.
We cannot trade off the classification time because its requirement is real time in the diagnosis degrees of burns phase of treatment process. However, we can trade off the training time to improve the precision of classification. So that in the future work, we can use a big data for training phase and use some improved SVM [11, 12, 14] such Fuzzy SVM or another complex training model in order to increase the classifying accuracy.
